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ems » I H R Theme
Program Institute Human Relations
THURSDAY, January 26—
10:30 a. m.—Auditorium—Dr. C. M. Destler—"Perspective lor
Southern Problems"
4:00 p. m.—Ennis Rec Hall—Myles Horton—"Bread and Roses
for Workers"
8:00 p. m.—Ennis Rec Hall—Myles Horton—"Democracy for
Workers"
FRIDAY, January 27—
10:30 a. m.—Auditorium—Dr. H. C. Nixon—"Introduction to
Farm Tenancy"
4:00—Ennis Rec Hall—Dr. Nixon—"Who Are Tenants Now?"
8:00 p. m.—Ennis Rec Hall—Dr. Nixon—"The Problems of
Possum Trot"
SATURDAY, January 28—
12:00 a. m.—Charles Hamilton—"The World Began with Mussolini"
2:00 p. m.—Hamilton—"The Sky is Red"
C. M. DESTLER will speak to the DR. H. C. NIXON, author of "Forty
Institute on "Perspective For Acres And a Mule," will speak to
Southern Problems."
i h c instituie on January 27.

SUNDAY, January 30—
10:00—Auditorium—Dr. W. A. Smart—"Church and the South"
6:45 p. m.—Dr .Smart—Vesper Service

Taking "Southern Problems"*
as its theme the third Institute*
of Human Relations will begin,
Thursday, January 26 on the cam-r
pus of the Georgia State College
for Women. The Institute will introduce to the campus this year
such personalities as Dr. C. M.
Hamilton, Dr. H. C. Nixon, and Dr.
W. A. Smart during the three day
meeting.
The theme of the Institute was
selected with the idea of following up the National Emergency:
Council's recommendation to the*
president on Economic Conditions
in the South and also the Birmingham Conference on Human Welfare. Varying problems of the>
South will be presented from different angles and viewed with an>
eye as to their interrelations.
Dr. H. C. Nixon is perhaps the
most widely known speaker o£
the program. A native of Alabama,
born on a farm in the hill country,
Dr. Nixon was educated there at
(Continued on Page Six)

CHARLES HAMILTON, hobo MA RGUERITE JERNIGAN, presiminister of seven E p i s c o p a l d e n t o f t h e y.-W., who is in diChurehes, will speak to I. H. R. r e c t c i i a r g e of the plans of ihe* DR. HOY TAYLOR, Dean of Inon January 28.
institute.
struction at G. S. C. W., will act

THESE SOUTHERNERS

as Deaa of the Institute January

will address the third 26-30.
annual Institute Human Relations this week. They will speak
on Southern Problems.

Yurka To Present "The Arc
of the Theatre'' here Jan, 23

Not since Cornelia Otis Skinner
appeared here several years ago
has there been such widespread
interest in a dramatic production
as there is in the performance of
Miss Blanche Yurka, who is to
appear on the GSCW Ljyceum
series next Monday, January 23
in a program called "The Arc of
The Theatre."
Miss Yurka has appeared in some
of the most notable productions
of the New York stage and is
recognized ae one of America's
greatest actresses. She has been
seen in the masterpieces of Ibsen,

Shakespeare, Aristophanes and
Sophocles, as well as in a number
of Theatre Guild productions and
in modern plays. Her performance
as the Nurse in Katherine Cornell's
production of "Romeo and Juliet"
and as the Spanish singer in
Sierra's "Spring in Autumn" proved her talent as a comedienne, in
addition to her recognized ability
to portray tragic roles. Her appearance as Madame Defarge in C L O S I N G S P E A K E R far the Institute of Human
the motion picture, "A Tale of. Relations, Dr. W. A. Smart oi Emory UnMrsHy. He will speak
Two Cities" was hailed as one of
'the finest performances of her, on Sunday morning on Relio^on in Relation to the Sotrth!s.
(Continued •» P»te Four) t
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Beeson Hail Walk
The Beeson Hall Girls have ambitions to
be rid. of their feet of clay, and since a sidewalk
extending from Beeson. Hall to the classroom
buildings would solve the problem very nicely,
they have been supplicating long and loud for
something to b e done about it.
In the absence of a ferry to b e used in
rainy weather, they think that a sidewalk would
do nicely.
After all, wading through a half foot of slush
every time it rains is hard on the shoes, temper,
and appearance.
If it isn't possible to have a cement walk
laid just now, a board walk such as is in front
of Beeson would do better than nothing at all.
At any rate something to prevent the inhabitants
of Beeson Hall from bogging up is needed.

Soph Dance
The sophomores have inaugurated a newsystem of choosing stags for the class dances.
Instead of inviting the same group of major
officers to every dance that is given, they are
setting the precedent for varying the stag list b y
inviting to their dance the club presidents, and
several other groups of officers who are usually
omitted in favor of the major officers of major
organizations.
If the other classes follow the precedent
which the sophomores are establishing, it will
b e a more workable and democratic arrangement all the way around. In the past the same
girls have been to every dance, with the result that the' majority of girls on the campus,
who hold a dormitory office or who are
club presidents, but who do significant work
on the campus, go to only one dance during
,the year. In this w a y every officer, major or
' minor, will b e invited to at least one other dance
besides her own class dance.

The Editor Comments...
The prize spoonerism of them all barring
none was Mrs. Hines' that she uttered- as she
visited the Colonnade office in one of her flying
hurries a few days ago. She said that the press
conference was scheduled for Feb. 22. "Yes,
on George Birthington's Washday", quoth she.
The only spoonerism that can measure up to
that is Dr. Wells' classic of last year when h e
'said something about the "filth and heasical
education building."
From this day, the seniors are busy hiding
their lights under bushels.
To say that the sophomores are being
exclusive at their dance would be a marvel
of understatement. It would be more nearly accurate to say that they are almost tough. They
say, "No crashing," and obviously mean it.
Even the veteran dance crashers are discouraged, b y the little hint pinned upon the bulletin
board to the effect that tickets to stags are not
exchangeable, and it is initimated that such
things as''bouncing will occur in case of delinquents; ' ' " •
With the advent of the new year and with
:&• tabloid base, already started upon which t o .
build, the Colonnade has resolved to become
••a. real.family journal giving to every suite on
the campus SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY.
Beginning this week is a new serial story, next
week will appear crossword puzzles and w e
' have also added an etiquette department. W e
now publish editorials for the faculty, cross
words..for the seniors, stories for the juniors
eHquette for the freshmen and w e hope in the
next 'ieW' issues to'' have bright sayings of
children with»: candid shots by: Panke • Knox,
newly appointed picture snapper of. this domestic newspaper.

Letters to The Editor
On this Saturday night I am inspired to
write and ask what the purpose of extended
lights on Saturday night is. Not only are. w e
forbidden to play our radios between eleven
and twelve, but w e m a y not visit in other-rooms,
mirth is absolutely ruled out, and ridiculous as
it may seem, w e are not allowed to take'baths
after eleven o'clock. In short, w e can sit quite
still in our own rooms, and in the case of a
lenient housemother, w e may even whisper
sometimes.
It seems useless to run up the college '•
electricity bill b y an extra hour. W e are granted
no privileges; even the boon of peace and quiet
are denied to us, although we have to remain
quite silent. The eleven to twelve hours',on
Saturday nights is the appointed time for the
housemother to tramp u p and down the hall,
raging, at the top of her voice about the real
or imaginary misdemeanors of others.
I am quite interested to know w h y the
great demand for silence on Saturday nights:
What physical, mental, or moral damage could,
a slight decrease in discipline do?
.\
SOPHOMORE

To The Readers of The Colonnade:
W e have been reading,the complaints in
the Colonnades, and are sure you will consider
this worthy of publication. Why can't w e play our radios during study hall if they could b e
played softly?
Very few students use their rooms for study
during the study period because of the crowded
conditions and improper lighting, so what
possible harm could the radio cause?
Everybody knows that the most worthwhile
programs are at night. W h y can't w e have
full bensiit of them.
Doesn't our radio fee more than pay for
the electricify which would b e used? W e
rather think that it does.
We would appreciate it if you would give
this your careful consideration.
Signed,
READERS OF THE COLONNADE
'

Most Americans have at least heard of
' Germany's Goethe, but of Heine, whom some
critics call Germany's greatest lyric poet, few
have heard even the name. College students
may remember two poems b y Heine, a caustic
piece about a kiss in the moonlight, yet "superflous was the bite," and a lyric about the
Lorelei, sirens who sang and combed their hair
with golden combs while they lured seamen to
death upon the rocks, "for this is the lorelei's
secret, and this the Lorelei's song."
" T h a t Man Heine" will interest you if y o u
know little about Heine. While it is not at all
scholarly in tone, this book shows itself the result of much scholarly research. You will find an
impressive biliography and index in the back.
Neither is it entirely fictionized; it is popularly
written., • .
Lewis Browne whites of Heine so sympathetically in some ways, and so cruelly in others,
that you will have to watch yourself while
reading it lest you swallow some ideas that
on a further study of Heine give you indigestion. Of Heine's religious fluctuationism for
which many biographers condemn the poet as
a person, Lewis Browne is tolerant to the point
of explanining them all away. He bases his
justification on a psyclological interpretation of
the man—that as a persecuted Jew his desire
to "belong" manifests itself as a lifelong, craving for religious security, hence Heine became
Catholic, ancient Judaist, Saint Simonist, and
atheist, among others, changing his religion
more often than a chemlion his colors. He says
"Gcd will forgive me; that's his business."
Browne shows you Heine's vanity unfor_ givingly, though he still has his .psychological
reasons-; Heine's boast of being very much of a
Take among the Parisian ladies of the boulevards h e deflates in a way that would sadly
humiliate Heine could he know it. This is the
way our rake looked in Paris: "He liked to dress
then extremely distingue, He always wore kid
quite elegantly, usually in dark, which was then
extremely distingue. He always wore kid gloves,
and often he was to b e seen holding a
rose delicately between the fingers of his left
hand, wandering from cafe to cafe with his
familiar smile habitually curving his lips and
an epigram always ready on his tongue."
If you like Byron, you will love this exiled
Don Juan of Germany. Don Juan is his youth,
poor sick Jew in his old age. You won't mind
the rather sentimental ending of this book, if
you understand Heine. Speaking of his death,
it says, "The simle of Mephisto was gone, and
only the sweet benignity of the Nazarene suffered the face of the p o e t . . . for his exile was ended, he was at home at last, he belonged."

The Colonnade
Published weekly during school year except during holidays and examination periods by the students of the Georgia State College for Women
Milledgeville, Georgia. Subscription price $1.00
ner year. Entered as second-class matter October
30, 1928, at the post office, Milledgeville, Ga., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
1938

Member

Letter To The Editor
To Whom It May Concern . . . That's Everybody:
We, as part of the student body, consider
it our duty to make this complaint. Don't you
think it unfair that our head' officials complain
about our using a quarter's worth of electricity
during gym and yet tolerate the use of two
dollar's, worth daily on the spot light in front,
of Bell Hall. The other day, during a g y m
lesson, our dormitory president made us turn
off the lighta in the gym making it practically
impossible for us to see in the dim room.
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By W. C. CAPEL

Reviewed by Au&ry White

Dear Editor;

Signed,

It Looks From Here

That Man Heine By Browne

NEW YORK. N . Y .

CHUM!) • BOSTON • L0» A N 8 I L M • 8AH FCANCISCO
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Editor-in-Chief
Betty Donaldson
If such drastic electrical economy, is necessary, 'it seems as . if the effort to make the
Associate Editors-Catherine Cavanaugh, Margaiet
campus look like, a celebration of Edison's
Weaver.
^ , „
'
birthday could b e dispensed with.
Business Manager
,••;£otHoweU
Assistant Business Manager .. Charlotte Howaid
Don't y o u think this worthy of investigaEditorial Assistants-Aliene, Fountain, America
Smith, Edwina Cox, Marion Arthur, Manon , ,. -..;'•..'.'
'••''. r
• Signed,
. Bennett, Marguerite. Jernigan, Julia Weems,...
: - r r r ; i ' : , 1 '' J '
UPPER CLASSMEN
Sarah Alma Giles, Panke Knox,
'71Z.-T.Z
January 14, 1939
Circulation Manager—America Smith.
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Are You This
Girl?

Sophomores Cover the Earth
At Dance Tonight

The sophomores shall inherit the earth . . . even if it is only
We may. almost take it as axio- they were filmed and afterward
Seen walking toward Ennis Hall
a
make-believe
earth, The class dance tonight will be held all
matic that the most rigorous cen- in order to insure that no vulgarity, Friday morning laboriously strugover the earth, and the entire Uni ted States from Miami to Maine
sorship is that which is self im- obscenity, incitation to riot, murder gling with an arm load of books.
will be the scene of the swinging.
posed. No law can approach the etc, were presented to the pre- Wearing an aquamarine knitted
The interior of the gymnasium
severity of self imposed rules, and sumably impressionable American suit with a reddish-brownish
is
decorated to represent the earth,
no amount of threat or cajolery young. The result has been often scarf. Carrying a brownish sport
and
the dance floor is.the United
can produce the results obtained less than might be desired, result- coat. If so, call by The Colonnade
States.
when a nation, a newspaper, a ing in a sly lecherousness which office and receive a Free Pass to
The Georgia Collegians will
radio station, or a motion picture to many minds is infinitely worse the Campus Theatre.
than
outright
vulgarity..As
to
the
spread
their swing all over the
company decides to impose upon
At the first meeting of the Ininfluence
of
the
movies
upon
foritself certain rules of conduct in
ternational Relations Club of the earth as they convert the world
mative
minds,
I
am
of
the
opinion
"the'production and distribution of
quarter held Monday night, Jan- scene into a jam session from eight
New
Members
that
the
suggestion
is
just
as
strong
its product,
uary 16, the program subject was till twelve to-night.
as
it
ever
was,
whether
the
gun' Within recent years we have
"The United States and the Policy
The sophomore special will be
Introduced At
witnessed some rather extreme fire which mows the robbers down
Toward South America," which led by Jane McConnell to the class
examples of this particular form comes from the guns of the cops
was discussed by Betty Adams, song. The two lines of the lead out
Chemistry Club
of self censorship in all of the or whether it is the cops who get
Grace Brown, and Betty Kuhn.
will start from the two focal points
The Chemistry Club will meet
fields mentioned above, in fact, mowed. The essential idea is vioPlans for the annual picture of the nation, G. S. C. W. and the
so decided has the trend become lence in either case. The result, in Friday night at seven o'clock and page were discussed and two Grand Central Station. '
that the inclination to self cen- the movies at least,' has been to for their social meeting in the new members were elected to fill
Refreshments are to be located
sorship may almost be described emasculate nearly all of the really Chemistry lecture room. The re- vacancies recently made. A possistrong plots, into sickening boy- cently accepted members of the ble program given for some com- in China, and ; will, be served
as one of the symptoms of the
girl equations with a sort of synclub will be introduced to the munity club was considered, as by Orientals dressed . in native
nueroses which seems to be gripthetic camerderie substituted for
well as the programs for the re- costumes.
old members of the club.
ping the world at present. In cerwhat was once considered normal
mainder of the year.
The girls attending the dance
tain fields it is innocous enough,
adult emotions. Even the animated
The social will be in the form
with
their dates -are: Carolyn
perhaps, and even needful. The
On February 6th ana 7th Fred
cartoons cannot escape the self of a tea. No business will be dis*movies, acting before the prodBirchmore from Athens will ad- Adams w i t h -Billy McComb,
imposed ban. In 1930 a cow was
. dings of the Catholic church in a cow, unadorned and replete with cussed, and a program by the dress a joint meeting o fthe IRC, ElizaDeth Aiken' with' Parhell
with
league with several ; Protestant all the fixtures made by nature, Emory Chemistry Club in the band the Commercial Club and the Tyre, Clarence Alford
;
churches led the way by electing but in 1933 a cow.must wear a room on January 25 will be sub- Reconnaissance Club, and chapel Philip Chandler, Alberta Allen
stituted for the regular business
their own dictator of morality who
Tuesday of that week. He is with Kit Braselton, C a r r i e
;t
meeting
of
the
club.
was to pass upon all scenes before
widely known for his bicycle trip Bailie with R o b i n Selman,
(Continued on Back Page)
around the world. He has written Martha Bateman with George
a book of his travels, which will Jones, Jimi Benson with Billy
come off the press sometime this Zeigler, Ydoine Binford with W. A.
month. Other people to be pre- Prather, Mildred Blackstock with
sented by the IRC will include Jesse Murphy, Barbara Boon with
such interesting figures as a Jap- Brinson Cooper, Josephine Bone
(Continued from Page Five)
anese student.
Swing will be King next SaturPlans for the winter debating
season include four trips to be
day night when the annual PresSeniors
made before the end of spring
ident's Birthday Ball to aid in
holidays. One of the tours will inthe fight on infantile paralysis
Open House For
clude debates with Brenau and
will be held in the Physical EduUniversity of Georgia. A trip
Sophs and Dates the
cation building from 8 until 12.
to Atlanta is another of the planStudent Council is suggesting
c. Young Women's Christian
Seniors
will
honor
sophomores
ned
tours
and
will
feature
debates
several changes to be made in the Association.
Even studious students are ex1.
pected to lay aside their books and their dates with open house with Emory, Agnes Scott and nomination and election system.
Tech.
2.
etc.
Sunday
afternoon
from
four
to
The
recommended
system,
printed'
for the evening, as everyone
Section
2. The Election Committee.
realizes the worth of the cause six. The open house will end the The Atlanta Law School will below, will be voted on by the
The nominations and elections
debate G. S. C. W. over the radio
for which her quarter is given, sophomore activities of the week- February 4 on the question re- students Monday. The Faculty has shall be in charge of an election:
not passed on the recommendaplus the chance to enjoy a jam end, having been preceded by' a solved: That the United States
lions yet, but the Council is sure committee consisting of the Senior
tea dance and the sophomore class
session, without incurring the
should follow a policy of isolation that it will have the Committee's members of the Student 'Council
dance.
and Upper Court, the presidents
toward all nations involved in
wrath of the Chaperone Battalion.
approval by Monday.
of the three maim^. organizations,
Florence Turner is chairman of national or civil conflict. The
The chairmen of the celebra- the entertainment committee. Su- writers of the best entries on the They have not as .yet been and any others that are appointed
tions, Stewart Wootten and Harold zan Culpepper is chairman of the affirmative side of this question carried to the faculty committee by the above standing committee
for approval, but it is highly to assist, The acting president
Shuptrine, have given their solemn receiving line committee. The re- will be selected.
probable that they will be ap- of College Government Associafreshment committee includes
An Alabama tour during spring
promise that the music will be
proved. In this case, any changes tion shall be chairman of this comMargaret Northcut, Ruth Newton,
the best obtainable, the College Dorothy Fitzpatrick, and Martha holidays has been scheduled, and will be presented to the student mittee. Should the acting presialthough the itinerary has not
body in chapel Monday and it is dent be a junior, a chairman shall
Professors of Statesboro will play, Blanchard.
been decided upon, debates with
urgently requested that all stu- be elected from and by the elecand it's worth a quarter to all who
Sara Bethel, senior class presi- Auburn, Birmingham Southern dents read these recommendations tion committee. Other duties of
know these gentlemen to test their dent, Jane McConnell, sophomore and the University of Alabama
in the Colonnade BEFORE com- the election committee shall be:
word.
class president, John McConnell, have been planned.
ing to chapel Monday, so that no
a. To make public the names
• Mercer and G. S. C. W. clashed
Miss
Neece,
Miss
Chandler,
Sara
time
need be taken up with read- of the nominees.as soon as possible.
Tickets will go on sale Monday
McDowell, and Catherine Reddick yesterday in a duel debate on the
at half-price if bought in advance. will. compose the receiving line. pump priming question. Nellie Jo ing them then.
b. If there are not, at least three
Flynt and Frances Britton upheld NOMINATIONS AND
If sold at the door, the tariff is
nominations for each office made
the affirmative against Mercer.
by student petitions, the committee
ELECTIONS
• hiked to 50c, so it weir behooves
Arminda
Lewis
and.
LaTrelle
shall fill vacancies until there is
each "Juking" lassie to procure
Section
1.
Daniels debated the negative
a minimum of three nominees ftw
ATTENTION!
hers before Saturday night.
against Mercer, who then took the
The nominating and electing of each office.
Misslva Chandler, will have
c. The committee shall provide
officers for day students, classes,
Would you like to own a set affirmative.
dormitories, and the main offices for all details necessary to the
charge of ticket sales on the cam- of beautiful book-ends?
of the three major organizations adequate functioning of the elecpus, with representatives in each
The
person
on
the
campus
who
shall be under the supervision of tions.
dormitory. Messrs Shuptrine and
BOWLING
submits
the
best
symbol
for
the
the
three main organizations are:
d. To have the power to call
Wootten have announced that a
elections.
prize will be given to the girl Recreation Association, will be
ANNOUNCEMENT
a. Recreation Association,
selling the most tickets.
Section 3.
given a set of these. Draw your
Nominations lor officers of the
• 1/
According to a decision by
Unpucker the purse strings now, design on a piece of paper and turn
three main organiaations shall b©
the Faculty Students Relation
2. etc,
and dig for your quarter. These it in at the recreation office not
made by petitions. Each petition
Committee to-day, students
dances come but once a year and later than FEBRUARY 10th. Just
b. College Government Associa- for each office shall be signed
will be allowed to go to the
it's, the first opportunity that most a simple symbol will do, so enter
tion.
by a minimum of tweoior-five stwbowling alley at any (time
of you have had to display those
dents; These petitions^ shall' be
compatible with their town
1.
'• '.:....
new evening gowns that Santa this contest right away. Your
(CWottmwd «M ffege Six*
going regulations.
2.'etc
""'"' ' "" ,"
symbol will be judged carefully.
Glaus brought

IRC to Sponsor
Fred Birchmore
On Campus Feb. 6

President's Birthday
Dance To Be Held
Next Saturday Night

Debate Club Plans
Winter Tours
To Give

Change in Nominations System
Suggested By Council

\
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New Season Ensembles
Snow Silks arid Wools
This business of a new season gores. The top was also of wool
is the answer to a Dress Parade with stripes of varied sizes and
Editor's prayer. Reams could be colors . . . red, yellow, brown,
•written on the, dresses that have blue, and green . . . There were
heexx seen meandering about the brown, bound, buttons, and a
<campus everday since otr return brown belt . . . pockets were set
in at the top of the waist with
after the' holidays.
At the Lisa Parnova Concert pieces of brown material tucked
l a s t ' Tuesday night, Rose Mac- in giving the effect of handkerDonald was ushering in a perfectly chiefs. The sleeves were short and
lovely, dusty rose chiffon . . . the tucked . . . Elizabeth Bowden
skint was. very full and fitted into was wearing a very chic little
the bodice, • which" had a V neck black crepe affair in church last
and'rhinestone straps .. . . long, Sunday . . . The waist of the
flowing • streamers' hung from the dress was tucked from the hips
straps i. V there were three narrow to the bust, giving the effect of
bands of the material fitted around a peplum . . , the skirt was
the waist, and tyin front into lit- straight. There was a border of
tle bows . . . Dot Rogers was embroidered flowers in shades of
ushering with her in a mulberry reds, blues, purples at the top of
velvet dress . . . the skirt fitted the tucking, and the border was
high up under the bust, and the carried out in the sleeves at the
bodice had a high neckline with top of the deeply tucked cuff. The
stiff, silver1 lace set in; the short, neck of the dress fitted high with
puffed sleeves were finished off the slightest suggestion of a cowl
with the lace. There were rows neck. The only bit of decoration
' of stitching across the shoulders was a necklace of gold beads
iand down the front to the skirt made up of several strands wound
line . . . And speaking of eve- together, giving the effect of clusTing dresses, Panke Knox has the ters . . . Shack Reddick was standbest looking slipper satin, ice ing on the steps of Ennis last Sungreen (as she called it) with an day in a very good looking green
eight gored skirt that fits into a outfit . . . the dress is made along
toodice that is shirred at the top very simple lines with a straight
of each gore . . . there are two skirt and waist with high fitting
sets of straps, one pair going; neck and short sleeves. The coat
around the neck in halter fashion, was hip-length with the most
the other following the natural] beautiful red fox collar going
around the neck and extending
.strap line.
down the front of the coat . , .
Here and there on the campus And this about finished up the
» . . Emily Speight in a two pieced, Parade for this week, so s'long,
light wool dress . . . the skirt of see you in church.
which was brown, made with

Alumnae Corner
STUDENTS! If you are interested
in finding out 'what has become
-of some of the former Chemistry
Club members, don't skip this
column!

Hale) has her Ph. D. from Penn.
State.

Reviews of Current Novels
MARION ARTHUR. Literary Editor
—ze young French gentlemen select ze girl
The Start of The Road
zey want, establish her in a little house, like
zis—my muzzer's house—make a rich gift of
By JOHN ERSKINE
money, send ze children to France to b e eduReviewed b y Fountain
cated. Voila! Vatis me!
Walt Whitman is called b y many, the father
of our modern literature, and in his Leaves of
Grass h e reflected the America he knew and
prophesized the America to come. "The Start of
the Road," gives us a picture of how h e came
to write Leaves of Grass and the misunderstandings with which the people of his day received
his masterpiece. The author, John Erskine,
states that his interpretation of Whitman is fiction, but that h e followed history as closely as
possible.
The story is based on Whitman's love for
Annette Glovis, an octoroon, who is an outcast
because of her mixed blood. To use Annette's
own description of herself. "Man kind of women
go to ze ball—you heard of ze Octoroon Ball?—

Whitman defies convention by taking Annette to various public' gatherings. This action
is one of many manifestations that Whitman
was cosmopolitan in his attitude toward every- •
thing. This may seem paradoxical in view of
the fact that Whitman strongely advocated a
purely national culture.
In order to protect him from dissenting
public opinion, Annette plans to send Walt from
her. She tells him that they are going to have a
child, and that she will m a n y him if h e will
leave New Orleans and establish himself in
New York. Walt agrees to this, believing that
Annette will join him. She- never does. Erskine
has the reader believe that Annette has a definite
influence on Whitman's poetry.

The Influence of Munich
Or Cemocracy a la Mode

¥urka to Present
(Continued from Page One)

point. Let's get back to deciding career.
fwhat to do about this problem.
Miss Yurka, who was born in
Time: A peaceful night in Jan- '. Dormitory: What problem?
St. Paul, Minnesota, of Czech paruary, 1939.
Leader: It is a problem, as is ents, first hoped to become an
There is, it seems, a problem shown by the people who are disopera singer. She studied at the
facing the dormitory. The noise turbed by it.
training school of the Metropolithat goes on from seven thirty
Voice: Who's disturbed.
a. m. to two o'clock a. m. is caustan Opera House and after a Year's
ing the dormitory officers pangs,
Leader: How many of you are study was given the part of the
which by means of a dormitory disturbed by the noise?
Grail-bearer in "Parsifal," and
meeting, they hope to communilater played roles in other operas.
No hands.
cate to others'.
Scene: Third floor Ennis Hall.

. Leader: The dormitory is faced
with a problem. The noise that
goes on constantly is a greater
problem than we realize. Now
what are we going to do.about it.
It's our problem, and we must decide it.
Dormitory: (Chorus) Nothing.

Leader: Although you don't seem
to realize the existence . of the
problem, the dormitory officers
do, because they are held responsible.
Voice: By whom?
Leader: The class, of course.

Her first attempt at a theatrical
career was in 1907 when she was
engaged as understudy for Charlotte Walker, appearing in "The
Warrens of Virginia" at the Belasco Theatre in New York.
Her apprenticeship included appearances with E. H. Sothe'rn, Jane
Cowl, John Barrymore and other
notable stars. It was as the stolid
Gina in Ibsen's "The Wild Duck"
that Miss Yurka reached stardom.

Voice: O. K. the class doesn't
MARGUERITE IVEY is head of
Leader: You will admit that it
want anything done about it.
the science department in the is a problem.
Junior High School at Columbus,
Leader (desperately) Well, what
Dormitory:
No!
do you think of observing study
VILDA' SHUMAN" is a junior Georgia.
hall
with no radios and lights out
Leader:
Then
you
don't
think
' - in: the-Medical 'School at VanderCATHERINE HATCHER is a
Two of her great classic roles
' *bilt. She laughingly wrote that medical student at the University anything should be done about at eleven for awhile?
:
'
•
.
.
.
,
„
were
"Lysistrara" and "Electra."
• !her first patient had named her of Georgia Medical College at this problem?
,,
There
is
a
sound
of
boos
and
„
. .
,
little girl "Vilda.
Half the Dormitory: What probAugusta.
, . ,•
. . ,
.. , . . . in
Foroutstanding
many years Deductions,
she has appeared
until
' ' ' MINNIJG YETTER is teaching in
razzberry
minglingbeen
in called
a mighty
HELEN MORGAN is now as- lem?
what
has vulgarly
the .1935 when
, . she
,. was called
. .. to Holly'Macon and is working on her sociated with the South Georgia
Other half: No!
swell.
wood to play the cart of Madame
1
'Masters 'ki"'Chemistry at Mercer College at Douglas.
Leader: (Scathingly) People
Leader: Well, something's got Defarge in the motion picture,
/ University;''She writes, "Dr. RichMILDRED STEWART received are kept from studying by the to be done, (here she ignores a "The Tail of Two Cities," with
ardsbn'is lovely to hie. He seems her M. S; and MRS. last summer. amount of noise, you know.
few insistent whys), and it's up Ronald Coleman. So outstanding
to1 think I had a good foundation She is now Mrs. C. D. Beaschler.
Dormitory: Who?
to you to decide what you want was this first motion picture apat GSCW. I just had good teachHer husband is chemist at the i Leader: How many of you try done about it,
pearance that Miss Yurka's name
,
' e r s . "
•: • • • • ' •
Rayon
Mills
and
is
in
the
music
to
study
between
eight
and
twelve
stands
out as one of the leading
• •- • : MARY GOETHE is teaching ma- department at the Berry Schools
Voice:
For
the
fiftieth
time,
why
actresses
in this field of drama,
at night?
:
thema'ties and science at Cuth- at Rome.
do anything? It's all much ado as well as in the legitimate theatre.
;
I Eight hands go up.
bert;'Shetoasrdone graduate work
about nothing anyhow.
BILLIE HEWINGTON is teach:
Leader: How many of you would
at Duke' and ' t h e • University of ing science and physical educaIn "The Arc of The Theatre,"
study between eight and' twelve
Voice the second: The dormi- which Miss Yurka will present
Georgia;r .
tion at Tampa, Fla. Biliie aom- if there were not too much noise. tory officers are the only onesKATHERINF OWENS is teachin Milledgeville, she becomes a
pletes her work on her Masters
concernd.
Why
don't
they
isolate;
Eight
hands
go
up;
ving analytical chemistry a"t Emory.
"ohe-wbman-theatre," interpreting
this summer.
Leader: How many of you get themselves?
:. MARY'JONES (Mrs. Trimble B.
roles from the period of the Greek
MATILDA OTWELL has her Jyour studying done after the noise
Leader:
(to
voice
the
second)
- Hughie) His?'Principal of a Fulton
theatre of: the present. She will
Masters from Emory and is now has quieted down, between eleven How can you talk like that when
County school.
offer dramatic renditions from
and one?
you' room with two of the offi- "Electra," by Sophocles, "Lysis;• • FRANCES IVEYi& ; working on technician at Eastman.
Eight
hands
go
up.
cers?
DOROTHY
KENN1NGTON
is
Iher Masters in English, at Cornell.
trara," by Aristophanes, "Romeo
Leader:
How
many
of
you
don't
teaching
science
and
mathematics
SUE SIMPSON (Mrs., A.K. LetVoice; the third: You never know and Juliet,?'' b y Shakespeare,
* .-son) is...doing, substitute .teaching at Cades, S. C. She is also advisor study?
people till you live with them! "Hedda Gabler." by Ibsen, "The
All 'except eight'nands go up.
. r:w Atianta r %$sMhusband is a for annual literary society and
Way of the World," by Cbrigreve,
Leader: Meeting adjourned.
Beta
Club.
Leader:
(humorously) It seems
...^chemistiT^inaiqrjjand graduate of ;
POSTLirpE. "Dormitory Notice"' and "Elizabeth, the Queen," by
BERTHA
\
HOPKINS!
received
we
have
eight
scholars
in
the
dorj,. ? .^e Ufctfvftrsity. of.Michigan. ..
Anderson.
i, A& a.result,of a dorinitoiy, m e t her library degree from Etriory mitory.
•;•'".rr..i,u'.Y.iij.!i.:T;.y\.y:> {••r.i'i ••;,!.' ••.";>
,
.
.;.
v,i
ing, Ennis Hall will observe strjidt ill Because "-MissV.'iYurka's; :appeaTUniversity last summer. , , !
''"' One'; $tI. e l g h V ' t i ^ r ^ e r s : ; yfe
1
fi
HARRIETT T R A PJN'E'L L ; is am t scKofars";'we'rVstiideht'teach- study hall with no radios arid'ejx- 'atice "W a feature;: of ''the Lyeeum
,^Mm*g&
W Z A £ E T H GIJINN
:.:i<.;.-JV. ;:.f.;:.';•••••,.'.'•«•'•'.:
| •
titiguish' ligjmV ' a t ' eleven•-o'clock program, there! will be no student
ju^wprkj^g flt ^mpr/, .i|^. Medical technician for the Ware County ers.
indefinitely."
beside
the
admission fee.
Hospital, Waycross, Ga.
Leader: All that's
Technology.
MARY DECK (Mrs. Norman

j^mmwimMmvM^ j's.

;
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Stories by ScandaUigh^ Your Recreation Activities

SOPHOMORE DANCE
(Continued from Page Three)

with David Butts, Edwina Aycock
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Anna read the list and, sure
enough, it had caramels listed as MONDAY
Basketball 4:15 with Ray Gammage, Laurette
being in the box. Eleanor looked
Game Room for Individual Sports 5:00-6:00 Bowman with John Dixon, Kathagain and said, "Oh, I thought
Hike 4:00 ryn Boynton with Bill Boynton,
that was cara male; I didn't know TUESDAY
Basketball 4:15 Lila Boynton with Walker Camp,
it was the same thing."
Folk Club 7:00 Dorothy Bragg with Buddy Coley,
Basketball 4:15 Winifred Bridges with George
We have all read or heard the WEDNESDAY
Basketball 4:15 Lowe, Oreta Branson with Less
joke atafout the college student THURSDAY
Beginner's Dancing 5:00 Murphy, Alice Joyce Bryan with
who ransacked the library for a
Cotillion Club 7:00 Barton MeCrum, Nell Bryan with
reference book, only to discover
Outing Club Jimmie O'Neal, Annette Burton
that it was her text. This actually FRIDAY
Hike 4:00 with John Beazley Sisson, Mary
happened in Mr. Taylor's EcoGame Room for Individual Sports 5:00-6:00 Alice Calhoun with Woodrow
nomics class and the girl spent
Swimming 5:00-6:00 Adams, Ardela Calhoun with John
one whole evening in the library EVERY DAY
Varnadoe, Martha Carter with
trying to find the book that had
being made for a social at an early Ernest Brazil, Carolyn Castellow
SUBMIT
A
SYMBOL
the next day's assignment in it.
Your chance to get a set of date.
with James Castellow, Kathleen
Margaret Dimon and Mary
BASKETBALL
book-ends
free
of
charge,
is
here!
Chambers with Alan Ware, Dovie
Dr. Johnson's address to the Batchelor really had the right idea
The
Recreation
Association
is
lookNot
enough
can
be
said
about
Chandler
with Herbert Chandler,
Literary Guild was really side when they took their lunch with
ing
for
a
symbol
to
be
used
from
your
favorite
winter
sport,
BasketLuvoise Chason with Johnny Masplitting whether it was inten- them to the clinic. While everynow
on.
Draw
your
design
on
a
ball.
Your
friends
are
present
and,
,
thews, Marguerite Chester with
tional or not. She was discussing body "cheerfully" waited in line
piece
of
paper
and
submit
it
in
you
know
what
you
miss
every
I
Jerry Meadows, Mary Helen Haulher new book on the history of for their typhoid shots or what
Georgia and when she came to the not, Mary and Margaret pulled the Recreation office not later than time you fail to support your team. broak with Leon Williams, Elizasection on Literature she brought out their lunch and had a regular February 10th. It doesn't have to Shoot that, goal, guard that girl, beth Heath with C. A. Jones, Nedin such current productions as dinner-on-the-ground-sort-of af- be fancy—just a simple design personal, Tweet . .. all those are raline Hellbrueck with John Klein,
familiar sounds to your ears, and Juanita Hemperly with Frank
"Lamb in The Bosom" and "Gone {fair on the sofa. When the nurse suitable for this particular need.
don't you love them! Come on out Simpson, Doris Hendrix with Bob
In The Wind." At one point she came in to ask what her trouble The winner will be given a set of
for BASKETBALL.
beautiful book-ends.
Evans, Elsa Quay Harrington with
mentioned that when Milledgeville was, Margaret replied tht "nothHIKE,
HIKE,
HDXE.
John Zachary, Florence Hill with
was capitol of the state it was ing was the matter" and she was
TENDERFOOT CLUB GOES
Hike
leader,
Louise
Stanley
has
Baker Wyche, Mary Frances Hiaes
very gay, what with all the duel- perfectly contented. Moral, if
TOUGHY
some
hikes
planned
for
you
that
with Tot Smith, Glenn Hyder with
ing, brawling, and such "fun." everbody took a lunch to clinic,
The Little Sisters of the Outing are really adventurous. We won't
Terrence Massey, Flora Holland
maybe
their
troubles
would
vanish.
After she had finished talking Dr.
Club, namely, the Tenderfoot Club, disclose those secret paths and
It might be wise, however, to
with Janes Ham, Martha Hubbard
Dawson welcomed the members
are to see just how much they roadways, but you can find them
notify Dr. Buckner in advance
with Bobby Brown, Hazel Florine
of the history faculty who were
can take when they spend Satur- for yourself with the hiking group
so she could have some picnic
Ingram with H. B. Ingram, Marie
present, explaining that the Literday night at the lake. Those of on Saturday at 4:00. Meet us there.
tables placed under the trees.
Jarrell with James Brady, Mildred
us who have tried shake our wise
ary Guild really embraced the
SWIMMING SCHEDULE
Jenkins with James Colquitt, Mary
History department. Dr. Johnson
Atkinson really thought they had Old heads and exchange doubtful
Miss Jennings submits the fol- Hcllis with Paul Hollk, Martha
replied that the History depart- a suicide to boast of when all the glances; but not (Ferdinand) The lowing swimming schedule to be
Louise Johnson with Clarence
ment loved to be embraced. In- time it was just Margaret Barks- Tenderfoot Club. They are out to observed every day;
Summerford, Betty Jones1 with
cidentally, after she had been talk- dale and Marguerite Jernigan camp and they will stop at nothing.
4:15-4:45 Instructional Swim- Carter Hill, Louise Kendrick with
ing about Tom Watson, she called shooting fire crackers. According During their frigid visit, they are
ming.
Jim Lewis, Carolyn Kight with
Dr. Dawson, Dr. Watson.
to their story, they just happened to take up another project in
4:45-5:35
Life Saving. Filmore Beal, Rosa Knight with
to find a fire cracker in Mar- Handcrafts under Miss Colvin. The
5:35-6:00
Plunge J. T. Wright. Elizabeth Kuhn with
Miss Martins' star pupil is the
guerites room and decided to light project as set up at present will
John Rivers, Mildred Christine
one who, in discussing light rays,
it. All Atkinson turned out for the be that of soap carving! NICE!
Lawrence wth Tolbert Bennett,
referred to the inferno—red and
murder. Miss Meaders got so upCOTILLION CLUB GOES
Claudia Lee with Travis Hartley,
ultra—violent. Miss Trawick conset that she had to be ministered
FORMAL
Evelyn Leftwick with Ed. Garner.
tinues to be entertained by the
unto; delicately, of course, considIf
you
wonder
at
the
haggard
Ida Mae Lewallen with Hoyt Wilpupil who asked how to find out
ering her condition.
looks
on
the
faces
of
Cotillion
Club
liams, Imogene Lockette with Atif a gas would burn.
When Kitty Lloyd was looking members, it is probably because
las Malnar, Frances Lott with
Dot Peacock was very much for a vase tall enough for, an un- they are having difficulty in findJimmie Rogan, Margaret Lowrey
concerned over what she was see- usually long-stemmed f l o w e r ing a male with a Tuxedo. You see,
with
Owen Silvey, Mary Elizabeth
Freshman Council met last Moning through the microscope when Marion Arthur suggested the vine- at their Cotillion Formal, which
Dr. Stokes started calling for reg- gar bottle, explaining that vinegar is to be February 18, one of the day night at 7:00. Their discussion McCollum with Alton Reeves, Jane
istration card numbers. When he was good for flowers. You can entry requirements is to be es- started out to be on Farm Ten- McConnell with John McConnell,
called for hers, she unconsciously well imagine her surprise when corted by a date plus his Tux. ancy, but ended in a discussion Hazel McLeod with Otto Laier,
read him her slide number which Kitty took her literally and struck The complaint seems to be that of race—more specifically, the Julia Mann with Roy K. Power,
happened to run into rather high the flower up to its neck in vine- Jim, Joe, Rex, etc. don't possess Negro. There was a wide range of Marcelle Massey with King Moss,
figures. Dr. Stokes looked at her gar. Rather than tell Kitty the one of said requirements. It will opinions extending from, "Well, Mary Florence Mathews with John
pathetically and then quietly asked truth, Marion just complained that be a good dance though, what I just don't think God meant for Williams, Dorothy Meadows with
Harry Smith, Douglas Mercer with
for her card aiumber.
the vinegar made the room smell with Marion Ward and her com- a Negro to be as good as a white M. H. Williams, Betty Mitchell
Eleanor Peebles had eaten al<- sour and removed the flower her- mittees having already engaged person!" or "I've been to school
with Negroes all my life, and I with Walter Godwin, Patricia
most half of Anna La Boon's box self. The point of the matter was an orchestra! ! ! !
don't see anything wrong with Moorhead with Fred Taylor, Joan
of candy looking, so she said, for that the vinegar belonged to Betty
EN GARDE
Morgan with Ellison Williamson,
them." What do you think?
a caromel when Anna suggested Donaldson and Marion was afraid
The first meeting of recreational
Cabinet had one of its best Sue Morris with Buck Herring,
that she look on the "table of she would walk in and see what Fencing was held on Tuesday at
Margaret Ann Morton with Carroll
contents" to see if it had any. use her property had been put to. which time plans for the quarter meetings of the year last Monday
Hendrix, Nan Mosely with Harris
Eleanor read the list and said there Of course, if we keep it quiet, were made. The time for meeting night at 8:00 when it stopped to
Robinson, Madge Moss with Roy
were no caramels! in there. Almost Betty wiil never know.
was decided to be Tuesday, Fri- evaluate its whole program. ReM. Richards, Louise Murphy with
positive that there were some,
day and Saturday. Tuesday, and ports were given from all the
Louis Beverly, Rose Newman with
Friday being for beginners and committees.
On Tuesday afternoon at 5:00 Joe Glover, Winifred Noble with
an additional meeting for advancBill Jones, Sara Drum with Billy
ed fencer9 on Saturdays. During the Freshman Sponsors met. and
Zuber, Viriginia. Parks with Dean
room with pillows, lamps and cur- the quarter, Dr. Rogers will teach had a most interesting discussion Minor, Margaret Pitts with Baxter
Pet Peeves For Roommates
tains, and then let you bring them many phases of the sport, all of on religion. The discussion was Davis, Polly " Prather with Tyre
1. Those who brrow your pen6. Those who agree to fix the which require some skill and the led by Miss Meaders.
cils and note paper without askSophomore Commission m e t Watson, Thelma Qtiattlebaum with
all, use them possessively, and members will stage combats among
Tuesday night, and they also dis- Allen Canus, Louise Ray with
ing or repaying.
themselves.
speak of "our room."
cussed Farm Tenancy. This is in James Ross, Minona. Reese with
2. Those who are possessive with . 7. Those who ask, "May I in- FOLK CLUB CARRIES ON
John Hall, Frances Richardson
Although the.Folk Club is hav- preparation for the 'Institute.
terrupt you a moment" while you
your letters and romances.
Richards
Wednesday night there was a with Bob; Jones, Margaret
:
3. Those who crib your themes are studying for a quiz and sit and ing to use its own members to
son
with
Arthur
Irwin,
Regina
campus-wide Y meeting. This had
and iab experiments without hesi- gossip all evening about their last instruct in their dances this quara twofold purpose: first, to give Russel \vith Charles "Paine, Rebeka
tation and use them as their own. date or the girl across the cam- ter, they are learning to execute
Sappington with Raymond Cannon,
that Polka.step'just right and are a preview of ? this quarters acti4. Those who agree to clean the pus.
Betv 5 Shep^ard rwitti Buddy Jor
vities,
and
second,
to
hear/any
:
; !
8. Those who have no time for even more proud';' of its members.
Toom week next while you do it
suggestions for .improvement I in Ji'XH' '.'i?i iwli-^ti" siwM.v'iirith'' -' Wal'te
1
Oh
Tuesday^^
night,'Eleanor
Peebies
:
, this week,, and; then have a lapse any of your friends who are not
i
!
jpoiishedJhe^group^'o'h^ir-Mixiciaii the'Y''program.-' .'.^^:v>li ];,•.,»,.f; i;.;:, dan, Euge1ua "Shy '':with;' Walter
,theirs,,
and
whenever
you}
have
j . .jof memory next week.
]
l
'^taught' a| •••a" * A i hoboo; party? and> incidentally*;,'Wlliiams^, !Ai*rW; Batiie^'Simpson
compan'y they decide to study'ind dance whicli. s'h¥''hM
>
i
i
ifrf 5. Those who throw clothes on
.was given with P n t i * ^ ^ ? ' i s ^ r r ' A f l « * : ' S i insist on having quiet in the room. previous tee^t itt'g' a^i^p6t' ^ac6pk" a thorough - initiation
;
Mohairs and leave food, dirty dishes
•the'"^Freshman CouhcU^.Thursday
(Conttaued c* ,P»«* Serea)
- • t a s W a p s ' B f f apeKO^the^indow^
night by Sophomore Commission.
enjoyed
by
the
group.
Plans
jire
'
(Continued on P»fe Six)'
Last week Margaret Pitts' favorite Jimmy had an attack of appendicitis, so she decided that the
benevolent thing for her to do
would be to call Baldwin Memorial and find out how he was.
When she called, the nurse just
giggled and told her to try another
number. Naturally this got away
with Margaret and she looked up
the number she had just called
to find out what her mistake was.
Imagine her chagrin upon learning that she had called the maternity ward instead of the general division.

This Week
With the "Y"

What To Do And Why
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The Not So Merry Maidens
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IHR Theme
(Continued from Page One)

gia State College for Women and
have a scholastic average of a
minimum of C.

Auburn, and later at Vanderbilt, Section 5. Elections.
and the University of Chicago,
The primary election shall be
we really didn't begin to live in me at the moment to suffer that. where he received his Ph. D. He held on the second Friday in.
Chapter One
now owns a plantation, and may February. The list of candidates
a really adult manner until af- I had an impulse.
The three of us, Evelyn, Rosa and ter Christmas holidays our sophoI slipped in the window and rightfully be called a planter.
shall be provided on a printed
Peggy to say nothing of Ranald more year and that was the year opened the cage and put Ronald
have decided that we must improve we met Harold,
During the World War, Dr. ballot. The ballot shall be marked'
under my coat and started to climb
our minds. Or rather I should say
Nixon served in the United States by the student by striking through
out
the
window
again,
but
changed
Peggy and Rosa keep telling
all names of the candidates except
that we decided we should improve
my mind when I heard the door army, and afterwards was attached the one for which she desires to<
me
that
I
am
telling
this
story
all
our minds, and besides I include
opening, so I sauntered over to to the peace commission as li- vote. Only one person may be
Ronald in the three of us because wrong and that I should start the other cages and pretended to brarian.
voted for one office. The name-of
she is our cat and not one of thefrom the beginning and tell all be feeding the mice when a very
the voter at the time of her votHe
has
been
professor
of
History
three original members of our about how we grew up, because nice gentlemen who was slightly
ing shall be struck from the rollcrowd so to speak. We got Ronald the clew to our character is really dumb but who I later learned was and Political Science in Iowa
Section 6. Place and time of votState
College,
Vanderbilt,
Tulane,
contained
in
our
early
childhood
our freshman year before Rosa
a
great
biologist
came
over
and
ing.
had a course in biology and that and all that. I am not sure about asked me if I liked the mice. I said although he resigned from his
position
at
Tulane
last
summer
Rosa
and
Peggy,
sometimes
I
think
The voting shall be by dormi
accounts for the name, although I
yes, and that seemed to amuse and is now executive of Southern tories. A ballot box shall be placed
may
be
they
do
reflect
something
think thul Ronald does nicely ntnyhim greatly and so he took one
way and there really isn't much of of a childish simplicity but I would out and after that things happen- Conference on Human Welfare. Dr. in each dormitory, and a super
a feminine counterpart for a name sure hate to think that I am now ed. It seems Ronald had not been Nixon is an active member of a visor placed there by the election
like that. We named him after the what I know I was when I fin- fed recently. Anyway when the large number of organizations such committee. The polls shall be open
first boy any of us had a date with ished from high school. I blush mouse hit the table Ronald for- as The American Political Science from 9:30 A. M. until 4.00 P. M.
in college which is about all I practically green every time I go got all about being homesick and Organization. Social Science Re- Section 7. Final Election.
can remember about the poor soul, home thinkng of the way I used forlorn and instead of staying un- search Council, Southern Policy
On the third Friday in February
except that I was it, the date I to be practically crazy about a der my coat he gave way to the Commission, and others.
boy
with
the
perfectly
abnoxious
mean, and that he was about as
Although Dr. Nixon has written the final election shall be held
beast in him and tried to get
name
of
Herbert
Ainsworthy,
to fill the offices which were not
scared as I was it being a strange
out. Under the coat of course this a number of historical items, of filled by a majority vote at thewhose
father
ran
the
drug
store,
place and all and no comforting
and I get positively ill when I even produced a series of convulsions which his principal work was done first election. The two highest canauto wheels and things about.
as historian with the Populist
let myself think of all the perfect- which must have appeared a bit. Movement, his interest has been didates for each remaining office
Amy way, Peggy, which makes I ly vile concoctions that boy used odd to say the least. I appeared centered for the past ten or twelve shall run again in the same manme out to be Evelyn in case you to concoct and induce me to take &s nochalant as possble under the
ner as in the primary election.
years on Political Science and
circumstances
which
I
am
afraid
haven't guessed it, has all along down my gullible throat! Also I
Section 8. Counting of votes.
social reform. In connection with
insisted that one of us ought to have seen enough pictures that my wasn't very, considering I was only
The ballots shall be counted
this work, he was one of the
write our memoirs now that we mother does not have any more a freshmen, but I did better than
after
the closing of the polls by
twelve southerners who started
are practically through college and good taste than to display to al- the eminent biologist. He looked
the
member
of the election comthe Southern Agrarian movement.
all that with only a little matter most utter strangers to know that at me with a very odd expression,
mittee and the Faculty Advisors-,
of one more quarter and a sight I was well on the chubby side. between scientific curuosity and His writings along this line have to Student Council^ and the Upper
case of expulsion pending against Peggy and Rosa can add an ap- craven fear, and then Ronald, su- included: "I'll Take My Stand," Court. The results shall be made
all of us. Anyway, Peggy and Rosa pendix about their early Ife if passing his efforts and mine burst "Forty Acres and a Steel Mule," public immediately.
insist that we have really lived they want to, but for me, that part into vew in pursuit of the mouse his latest work, and contributions
Section 7. Class elections.
in our three and three quarters of my life is going to remain' a and that was that. He finished off to "Culture in the South," in
which
he
wrote
a
chapter
on
eduthat
mouse
v/ith
a
speed
and
a
of colle^a even if I have tried to closed book.
By the last Friday in February
cation, and an essay for a volume
point out that there really was
Who would have guessed that dispatch which I didn't believe in honor of William Dodd.petitions signed by 15 students,
nothing else we could have done when we three freshmen got down possible. The professor watched
must be'handed in to the chairunder the circumstances. Anyway from the train that memorable him a bit sadly and then turned
man of the Elections Committee;
that is all past us now and we are fall that we would live lives that to me and said "Young lady, your
the
names being made immediatenow improving our minds, besides would be so entertwined or that er pet, has just eaten two hundred NOMINATIONS AND
ly public, after the nominees are
there isn't anything else much to we would one day be sitting in dollars worth of white mouse. ELECTIONS
notified and have accepted.
do when you are confined to your solitary confinement (if you don't Wouldn't you like to come into the
The following Wednesday the
(Continued from Page Three)
room waiting to see whether you count Ronald) wating for a fate office wth me for a moment?"
class
election shall be held,' the
are expelled from college or not. which may decide our destinies?
Feeling like Marie Antoinette handed in to the chairman of the
voting in a similar manner as;
You could play bridge if you had We didn't at the time, although I approaching the guillotine and tryelections committee by the first with the three ' main organizaany cards, but we tore up the might have suspected that I was ing to look like her I followed him
last deck in a very silly argu- not in what my mother called in. I ask, you, in a time like that, Friday in February. Should the tions, except there will be no presame person be nominated for two cincts but centrally located ballot
ment over whether I should have good company when Peggy took what else could I do?
offices, she shall be allowed to boxes, for each class.
lead a trump or not, and there out a cigarette and smoked alContinued next week.
choose the one for which she pre- Section 8.
was no paste so we can't play any most half of it as soon as we were
Follow the absorbing adventures fers to run.
more bridge and we can't com- in the room. It turned out later
As in hand book except that
municate with anyone to get any- that it was the first one she ever of Evelyn, Peggy and Rosa, not to
there will be made forms with,
more as we are on our honor not smoked in her life too, the big mention Ronald through their Section 4. Qualifications.
A person must be a regularly the name of the office printed on
to leave the room or even yell fraud, but she sure got a head hilarious adventures in college
every
.week
in
the
Colonnade.
matriculated
student of the Geor- it, also as to facilitate the voting.
out the window as the faculty does start on Rosa and me, mainly bemot consider that ladylike.
cause I forgot to get any before
1
got on the train.
We made a checkerboard but
WHAT TO DO AND WHY
that was no fun at all as Rosa
The only really exciting thing
(Continued from Page Five)
always won at the darn stuff.
that happened to us the first year
We picked at Ronald until she at college was Ronald, and as I ternal and decide to "make you
took to bowing up and spitting said he came along just exactly over."
and running whenever we even one week before we had our first
10. Those who in intimate conlooked at her and Peggy began to date. I was coming along from tact with you learn your weakworry that she would get a com- class one day and I heard the nesses and instead of advertising
plex of some sort and maybe even mewing going on from an open your delightful sense of humor,
have a breakdown.
window and I looked in the win- they broadcast your spurts of
"Why are you s o late today?"
Then we picked on each other dow and there was Ronald in a temper. .
but that didn't do any good either lttle cage, pacing back and forth
The housemother says with dismay.
because it really wasn't any- looking exactly like a Tiger in
body's fault, not anything, and minature ,otnly not at all ferocious DEAN'S LIST
"With the girls at the Bowling Center,
any other real American girls and only sort of bedraggled. He
would have done the same things. looked sort of like I felt. And the CORRECTIONS
I COULDN'T quit till I was winner."
So we have decided to write more I looked at him the more I
The following are names
She'll forgive you if next time you bring HER down
our memories. We really won't felt sorry for poor Ronald. I
iOf ' students who made the
have to begin, so very far back, hadn't been there very -long but
Dean's List for this quarter,
because when we look back, I had a strong isuspicion that
but whose names were omitted
collectively I mean, it begins to Ronald was destined for no good
in the story carried in last
appear-that maybe we didn't do so end. It seemed to me that I had week's Colonnade: Hazel Killmuch as we thought we did all heard somewhere that cats were ingsworth, Fort Gaines, Georthrough high school and the early used in some courses for all sorts
gia; Rebecca Taylor, Fort ValISHAM FANN, Manager;
days of our adolescence. I mean of things, to be cut up and other
ley, Georgia; and Mary Kathsophomore years at college. On such fates and it struck me that
erine Bailey of Cochran, Georreflection, we have decided that, Ronald was entrely too much like
gia.

— *. ValCoUege Hews

£

by MAI DA MARSDEN

Miss Bowler:-

The Bowling Center
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You Won't Boo the Referee If You

Know Fouls and the Signals
If you are a basketball fan who is not so well versed in the rules of the same, you are no
doubt puzzled by some of the causes for the referee's whistle stops and pantomime.
Staged here for you by Referee Bill Grieve and courtmen from College of the City of
New York and St. John's University are three of the most common foul plays. Arrows in
the photos point to the foul, while the circles indicate the referee's signal for them.
Upper left: Frequent in most games are fouls called for blocking. Izzy Schnadow is blocking Jack Garfinkel a moment after the former had passed to Manny Jarmon and he has
failed to keep the legal three feet from Garfinkel following the play. Lower left: Hacking, when committed on a player about to shoot a basket, calls for a penalty of two free
throws. Here Garfinkel is hacked on the arm by Jarmon. Upper right: This may be okeh
in football, but in basketball holding is a foul, and calls for one free shot. Here Garfinkel
is preventing Jarmon from making a throw by holding one arm.
International
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Lynne Kaufman, Brooklyn College junior, was acclaimed winner of -her
alma mater's first annual beauty contest, and was given a title in keeping
with the most popular steps that were danced at junior prom over which
she ruled.
wide World
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Mascots, Wagon
For Homesick
Alaskan Student
Cut off from his regular
sled a n d d o g - t e a m ,
Hanover College's David Greist, son of an
Alaskan missionary, is
trying to teach three
fraternity mascots some
new tricks. Dressed in
native style, Greist is
wearing a reindeer skin
parka, sealskin gloves,
and reindeer skin boots
soled with walrus hide.
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SKIING IS EXCITING U'But don't let nerve tension spoil your fun.

• •

Aflif•***«> U A M C T U A D L U L 7 D
Skiing expert and director of the
a U V I S e S r l M l l O I n U l t l l L H Mount Washington (N. H.) Swiss Ski School

m
BETWEEN ORGANIZING CLASSES,
. ~ u <s* .•

Strikers Protest Chapel Noise
Pickets, strike signs and all of the activities of workers in a walkout
popped up on the Centenary College campus when the student senate
conducted its campaign for less noise during chapel hour.

Flying Iceman
University of Maine's Lambda Chi* added a
new touch to the art of snow sculptoring when
they constructed this ten-foot "Skier,"
vemii

1- .'•

Scoring Drive is Successful
A tall and lanky University of Oregon basketeer leaps almost into the basket himself to
chalk up another two points for the hardwoodmen from the west coast.
Acme
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Collegeland Has Rural Life, Too!

checking up on equipment, giving
exhibitions, and a host of other
activities, there's plenty of nerve
strain in Hans Thorner's day too!
At left you see him taking his own
advice about the way to avoid getting tense, jittery. He's letting up
to light up a Camel. "It's a grand
way to break nerve tension," says
Thorner. "I find Camels quite
soothing to the nerves."
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EDDIE CANTORAmerica's great comic
personality in a riot of
fun, music, and song.
Each Monday evening on the Columbia Network. 7:30 pm E. S.T.,
9:30 p m C. S. T., 8:30 p m M.S. T.,
7:30 p m P. S. T.

To demonstrate to young college women some
of the humble processes of nature on a farm, a
program of general farming is being carried on
at Squire Valleevue farm, near Cleveland, by
students of Flora Stone Mather College of
Western Reserve University.
Wide World

— King of Swing,
andtheworld'sgreatest swing band —
each Tuesday evening—Columbia
Network. 9:30 p m E. S. T„ 8:30 p m
C.S.T.,,7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P. S.T.
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BENNY GOODMAN
O n e hundred hens which lay an average total
of 75 eggs per day are paying the college expenses or A r l e y M . Fetters, a freshman at A l a bama Polytechnic Institute. H e sells his eggs
during his spare time, earns a profit of approximately $ 3 0 a month. Collegiate Digest Photo by Brown

^

Copyright, 1939, R. J. Rcynoldi
Tobacco Co,, Winuton-Salcm, N. C.

Beloit College rural sociology students learn
about farm lire by spending weekends on nearby farms. N o t in the course is training in partyline listening,

M e a t judging is one of the chief extra-curricular activities of college of agriculture students.
They have teams and hold tournaments similar
to debate or sports tournaments. This year's
champion is the University of Nebraska team,
shown here being honored at the close of the
Acme
contest in Chicago.

HUNDREDS OF SKIERS have
made their debut to this winter
sport under Hans Thorner's expert
guidance. One skiing principle he
stresses is: "Don't let your nerves
get tense, keyed-up." His advice to
pupils: "Pause regularly—let u p light up a Camel"

TUTORING, CLASSES, student directory work keep John H. Naylor
(above) hopping."Can't let tension
'get' my nerves," he says. "I rest
them frequently. 'Let up —light
up a Camel' works 100% with me.
Camels are soothing-comforting."

WHEN BUSY, STRENUOUS days put your nerves
on the spot, take a tip from the wire fox terrier
pictured here. Despite his complex nerve system,
he quickly halts after activity, to relax—to ease his
nerves. Often, we humans ignore'this instinctive
urge to break nerve tension. We may even drive
on relentlessly, forgetting that tiring nerves may
soon be jittery nerves! Yet the welfare of your
nerves is really vital to your success, to your happiness. Make it your pleasant rule to pause regularly
- t o LET U P - L I G H T U P A CAMEL. Start today
—add an extra measure of comfort to your smoking with Camel's finer, costlier tobaccos.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Smoke 6 packs of Camels
and find out why they are
the LARGEST* SELLING
CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

Smokers find Camel's
Costlier Tobaccos are
Soothing to the Nerves
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New Rank Added to Sponsors' Corps
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When a University of Alabama R. O. T. C. cadet found that applying nail polish to his brass ornaments and saber would make their shine last longer,|the rank
of "cadet orderly" was added to the feminine contingent of the coijps. Sar
Schooler and Eliiabeth Carmichael were the first appointees.

Storming Hockeymen Create Miniature Snowstorms
A t least they do when they stop in a hurry. Here's Howley Miller, Princeton
rink captain, making a quick turnabout as he attempts to get into position to
Acme
make a goal.
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Milk and Honey
Functional Architecture Wins
In a new kind of collegiate competition, Westminster College students voted the "functional"
homes of Frank Lloyd Wright as the type they
would prefer to live in. These students are examining one of the "defeated" conventional homes.

Education for
Art's Sake

Latest addition to the fast-growing
list of dry campus dance clubs is the
Varsity club in the University of
North Dakota student union. Don
Smith and Evelyn O'Keefe were
among its first patrons

Outstanding in the movement to improve instruction in the graphic and plfalc arts departments of U. S.
colleges and universities is the great growth of the departments at the University ,of Iowa. Work in these
departments prepares students for careers in creative and illustrative art, is l l s o * requirement For dental
and home economics majors. Outstanding member of Iowa's famed department?^ Grant Wood, native
lowan who has become famous for his paintings of rural American life. ColJM'«te Driest here presents an
abbreviated picture-story of how America's future art leaders are traine'd^CcM«9i«te,Digest Photos by Ruth Wdier

Trouble Comes in Stacks

i-i
Prof. Wood t . « h . s student, in mural de.i.n

l

. . . nolle, how they follow hi, technique

Clay, wood, .tone and metal are media for t h . . . tale,

And lots of trouble will result when William Buckley, Grinnell College
freshman, gets his revenge on "those darn sophomores" for "stacking" his
room so thoroughly. It's just another of those college customs that makes the
life of a first-class student something not to be desired.
Digest Photo by Cossweii

Record of Our Times Preserved for Posterity in

Crypt of Civilization
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Behind the stainless steel door of a giant crypt containing
2,000 cubic feet of storage space, Oglethorpe University,
near Atlanta, Ga., in 1940 will seal the records of our times.
Preserved with the aid of many modern devices, this record
for the world of 8113 A . D. (when the crypt is to be opened)
" is made up of motion picture histories, photographs, models,
sound records, actual objects used in every-day life and hundreds of books covering every human endeavor and reduced
by photography to a minimum storage size. This new historical
concept, unique in history, was originated by Oglethorpe's
President Thornwell Jacobs, and is the first conscious attempt
of any person in recorded history to preserve For posterity a
complete record of the civilization existing in the world at
this time.

Dr. Jacobs inspects a metal phonograph record used to preserve voices
of today's great men.

T K Peters, Oglethorpe's archivist, is in charge of the| CrvPjoj
Civiliza on He is shown with a sample o film on which books
wi Ibe^produced Thefilmswill be stored in special cyl.nders.

fp

This is how books are micro-filmed. The original volume is trimmed
at the back, releasing the pages which are fed into the special camera. Only the most authoritative books are being used.

If English is extinct in 8113 A . D., this
Peters-invented device will give a key
to 3,000 words.

The books-on-films will be read easily by using this "reader"
which will be included in the crypt. The pages are enlarged to a
size greater than the original dimensions of the book page.

Included in the crypt will be an artificial arm, an electric
razor, camera, samples of cloth and clothing, plastics and
other chemical marvels invented by man

Bridge in French
The great American
parlor pastime is brought
into the educational
scheme of things at
Woman's College, University of North Carolina, where Prof. Rene
Hardre has instituted
bridge games played
only in the French language. It cuts down the
extra-game conversation, tOO.
Dot Adams
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Sins and Swing
. . . the old-fashioned
way are featured at the
barn dances sponsored
by the University o
Chicago's Chapel
Union. John Van de
Water, shown at right
leading a b e t w e e n square-dance song, is
famed for the zest he
has added to the affairs
which attract more
couples than formal
parties.

.
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Eiscndroth

This projector is for showing of silent and sound films stored in the
crypt. Metal film is used.

Auspicious event was the dedication of the door upon its arrival at
Oglethorpe. Attending were many famous Americans. Dr. Jacobs is
shown making the dedicatory address at the unveiling ceremonies.
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to her what sort of outfit she has Murphy, Marjorie • Hall with tha Daniel, Geraldine Dennard, Manchester, Miss Mary Redden,
been shielding. Turning into as James Couch, Marguerite Har- Betty Donaldson, Grace Drurey, Miss Katherine Colvin, Miss Cynardent as defender of the law as well with Bill Lewis, Carolyn Tal- Martha Ducey, Winifred Eaven- thia Mallory, Miss Margaret Meashe was previously an evader of ley with Harry Tolly, Edna son, Charlotte Edwards, Sunny ders, Miss Mary Dinon, Miss Netit, Portia uses her sponsor's tech- Thames with Horace Richter, Effie Ferguson, Nellie Jo Flynt, Martha tie Calloway, Miss Glass, Miss
Thompson with William Hyde, Fors, Hilda Fortson, Florence Eleanor Berry, Miss Mary Crooke,
nique to destroy him.
Monday and Tuesday brings
"Valley of the Giants" starring Martha Thompson with Bud Lind- Hartman, Ansa Hillhouse, Betty Miss Maggie Jenkins, Miss Fan'"Dramatic School" headed by a
Wayne Morris and Claire Trevor say, Ethel Thompson with Matt Holloway, Charlotte Howard, Har- nie Harrington, Miss Louise Whitstrong cast including Louise Rainwill be seen Thursday and Friday. Fisher, Arva Tolbert with John riet Hudson, Jane Hudson, Made- low, Miss Clara E. Morris, Miss
er, Paulette Goddard, and Alan
What happens when • a lovely Hagan, Virginia Tomberlin with leine Jenkins, Marguerite Jerni- Lois Adams, Miss Mary Brooks,
Marshal. It takes the audience
French biide of a handsome Donald Massey, Jane Trapnell gan, Louise Keel, Betty Knox, Miss Burfitt, Dr. Dawson, Miss
into the little known classrooms
American playboy takes a job as with Sackey Daniell, Corinne Anna LaBoon, Elizabeth Ledbet- Pattie Turner, Dr. and Mrs. Bee•of a typical dramatic school in
a maid in his family's Park Avenue Tucker wiith Wairren Newman, ter, Betty Lott, Forest Mann, Alice son, Dr. Stokes; Miss Tait, Miss
Paris while the daily life and
apartment until the moment comes Maxine Tucker with Carter Hen- McDonald, Rose McDonnell, Sara Katherine Scott, Mr. and Mrs. W.
struggles of two score dramatic
when they can break the news of derson, Eugenia Turner with Cecil McDowell, Lou Ella Meaders, Cal- C. Capel, Miss Jennings, Mrs.
students are revealed for the first
their marriage will be seen Sat- Bray. Sue Waldrup with Osborne lie Morris, Eleanor Peebles, Hulda O'Calalgan, Mrs. Beeman, Mrs.
time.
urday in "Say It In French" with Fester, Elizabeth Walker with Penland, Florence Phillips, Mar- Martin, Miss Cone, Mrs. Wallace,
Adapted from a popular Euro- Ray Milland and Olympa Bradna. John Dean, Marion Ward with that Pool, Carol Pryor, Mary Mrs; Key.
pean play, the story is woven
Lindsey Dennard, Evelyn Wells Rainey, Catherine Reddick, Ameriaround Louise Mauban, a poor
301
with John Gleaton, Frances Wilkie ca Smith, Nelle Smith, Louise
•factory worker and her determiwith Philip Scales, Beth Williams Stanley, Mary Stokes, Eunice
nation to become a great actress. SOPHOMORE DANCE
with Clvde Calhoun, Margarete Stubbs, Jane Suddeth Eloise TarShe labors in the factory at night
Voyles with Jack Beck, Mary ply, Sara Taylor, Henrietta Ten(Continued from Page Three)
to pay her daytime, class dues,
Frances Whelchel with Albert nille, Margatet Titus, Mary Volk,
meanwhile living in an imaginary neath with George McMath, Le- Jones, Elizabeth Wages with Roy Callie Belle Webb, Julia Weems,
world to conceal her poverty.
nora Slaughter with Lloyd Stein, Richards, Mary Frances Williams Helen Wester, Saralyn Wooten.
Romance enters the story, when Edna Smith with Hoban Martin, with Herman Williams, Bell Wood
Invited guests among the faculty
she is suddenly thrust face to face Margaret Smith with Bill Spar- with Jack Poole, Netsie Lee Wyatt
with the sweetheart of her dreams, row, Phoebe Smith with Oscar with Johnnie Chambers, Helen include: Dr. and Mrs. Wells, Miss
as the handsome and wealthy Garrel, Louise Sorrells with Paul Wynn with Carter Cook, Sara Adams, Miss Chandler, Dr. and
Marquis portrayed by Alan Mar- Jones, Rose Ellen Spears with Martha Zeigler with Roy Edwards, Mrs. Hoy Taylor, Dr. and Mrs.
Billie Manning, Dot Southerland Pauline Bryant with Dudley Floyd, Boeson, Dr. Buckner, Miss Anshal.
with
Johnnie Cheek, Florence Edna Fine with Henry Gail, Mari- drews, Miss Lena Martin, Mr. and
Others in the cast include Lana
Turner, Genevieve Tobin, Anthony Stapleton with Marion Brinson, nelle McArthur with Hal Williams, Mrs. Nelson, Dr. and Mrs. Henry
Julia Merle Stewart with Bob and ,'Carolyn Walker with Fred Rogers, Dr. and Mrs. Harry LitAllan, and Henry Stephenson.
tle, Miss Caldwell, Mr. Meek, Dr.
Hunter,
Jacqueline Stokeley with Wright.
A picture directly aimed at
America's millions of career-girls Edgar Stokely, Louise Stone with
Among the girls who have been
and professional women is "Dis- Dr. William Jordan, Marjorie invited as stages are Betty Adams,
barred," a dramatic story of the Stone with Ivie Harrell, Margue- Martha Bailie, Mary Bartlett, "We Serve The Best You Be
Brown And White Saddle
experiences of a girl-lawyer. Gail rite Story with Doster McAfee, Marion Bennett, Sara Bethel,
Our Guest"
Sarah
Lee
Strickland
with
Clyde
Patrick plays the modern Portia.
Catherine Betts, Cohyn Bowers,
Her two new leading men are Cheery, Carolyn Stringer with Mary Willie: Bowen, Margaret
ENNIS COFFEE SHOP
Robert Preston and Otto Kruger. Murphy Holloway, Anne Sutton Bracey, Grace Brown, Jeannette
"Disbarred" gives a behind the with James McDow, Miriam Syms Bryan, Runelle Burelle, Nellie
— AH White Moccasin
scenes view of the legal profes- with Clint Bowden, Theresa Cline Butler, Frances Canon, Miriam
sion, as it unfolds the story of a with E. Balland, Wanda Cloer with Ca'mp, Virginia Collier, Deanie
EYES EXAMINED
girl-lawyer's unconscious alliance O. H. Palmer, Jr., Barbara Ann Carruth, Catherine Cavanaugh,
GLASSES FITTED
witlr the worst elements of the Conn with Edward Hoge, Frances Grace Clark, Frances Coats, Mar— Crepe Sole White "Barge'
Cook
with
Francis
Golson,
Mary
profession. It shows what happens
DR. E. L. BUTTS
Lelia
Cowan
with
James
Preston,
when a brilliant young Portia is
Registered Optometrist
unwittingly made the mouthpiece Dorothy Coogle with Cecil Du
Campus Theater Building
for a gang of racketeers by a Bose, Jeanette Culpepper with
One
Day
Service
All White "Sloppy'
disbarred lawyer who uses her as Hugh Simmons, Sylvia Eiseman
Second Floor
with
Joe
Albert,
Edith
Dixon
Phone 559
a "front."
Adjustments and Consultation
with Horace Coley, Mary Ellen
The picture revolves about not
Dunn with Douglas Baker, HorWithout Obligation
ODORLESS CLEANERS
only the girl's relations with her
tense DuPree with Vernon DuPhone 536
crooked sponsor, but her romance
— Beige & Tan Combinatoins
Pree, Marjorie Edwards with Joe
with a young assistant district
Byrd, Helen Edwards with Charlie
attorney, who falls in love with
Sheats, Mary Elizabeth Elarbee
SPE C I A L !
her in spite of her notorious repuwith George Dillard, Dot Evans
tation as the undefeatable defender
— Tan And White
with Lewis Fletcher, Martha Fair- All Oil Permanents Given At
of criminals. Just as she is about
cloth with Donald Faircloth, DorWRIGHT'S
to plunge recklessly into the disrie Forbes with M. C. Sutton,
Phone
389-J
Beauty Shop on Second Floor
aster, the young attorney reveals
Helen Louise Foster with Charlie
McNeil, Aliene Fountain with
— Blue And White
Arthur Weathers, Laura Garmany
with Frank Tarvin, Lula Gardner This ad is worth 15c with a
with Edgar Flemister, Nannien.
50c Job or more at
A MARTIN THEATRE
Geoghegan with Woody Bachelder,
HARPER'S SHOE SHOP.
— Humming Bird Hose
Phone 44 Frank D, Adams, Mgr. Lucille Gandy with David Mathis,
122 South Wayne
Cornelia Gordon with George
Phone 215
Mon.-Tues., Jan. 23-24
Westbrook, Bell Hale with Bill
"DRAMATIC SCHOOL"
with
Sox
Luise Rairier-Paulette Goddard
ROLLS DEVELOPED
It is Smart to Dine at Paul's
8 Prints On Velox 25c
Where Home Cooking: is A ReReprints, 3c each; 25 or more, 2c
lation*
Wednesday, Jan. 25
eaeh (Sizes 116 and smaller)
New Equipment and moderate
"GANGSTER'S BOY"
THE PHOTO SHOP
prices. We use only the best
also
Box 490
-:Augusta, Ga.
"THE REFUGEE" — A "March
materials.
Of Time" feature
Strictly Sanitary Shop with
expert Operators with Masters
New Shipment Of
License.
"Modes of the Moment"
Thurs.-Fri., Jan. 26-27
Spring
Dresses
"UNCONQUERABLE!"
with
$3.95-$14.95
LAUNDRY
Wayne Morris — Clare Trevor
I0E30I
Is Listed As Leading
Spring Suits and Toppers
Liscensed
Latest Fashions
Saturday, Jan. 28
See The New Stock of Box Paper And Valentines At
SANITONE CLEANERS
"I STAND ACCUSED"
In
and
G & L DRESS SHOP
"SAY IT IN FRENCH"
Good Housekeeping

Seen' the
Cinemas

See the New

BELL'S

CAMPUS

.si

'Sfrifre'Stops Student Artivrlies
To vividly demonstrate what conditions here would be like if a dictator
was in the White House, Hunter Collegestudents stopped all extra-curric-

Mies ktcall Early Fin Fighting Days

ular activities for a day. A j a result,
Phyllis Schwartz ate dry bread and
milk for lunch, had only a blank college paper to look at.
IJ—

Models of hand-drawn fire apparatus and actual fire-fighting equipment used before
1870 are in the collection which has just been presented to the Cornell University
engineering library. Students are shown demonstrating how various devices were used.

Paul's

•»

I'**&1

Wrtorj Return
fe-

•<£!&

^iSStow-
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Snow's

And Beauty Parlor

«

SHUPTRINE'S

E; E. Bell Co.

Wootten's Book Store
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Dances Held This Week-end
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ed it as an artistic medium, dealt
with these things. One in par(Continued from Page Three)
ticular, the "Birth of a Nation"
is still being shown in out of the
skirt and walk erec+ if she is the way places, years after many of
maim character in ihe film. I do its stars are dead. This picture had
not think it purely accidental that as its theme a social subject which
the most popular rookie actors are no movie house in Hollywood toa mouse, a bull, & precocious child, day would touch with a ten foot
and other more or less sexless pole. Similarly, othe rearly movies,
creatures.
in the 1920's dealt with divorce,
Self imposed censorship, how- (too often sometimes) corruption,
ever, once started, doesn't know oppression and the like with a
where to stop. In the movies again free and easy hand. It is quite true
it has extended far beyond such that they did not deliberately set
perhaps picayune things as morals out to crusade, if they had they
amd manners ( things in which would have probably turned out
there is definitely a time cycle the dreary shows that crusades
which determines the license or usually are, but they dealt with
lack of it) and extends into what these situations because they were
is sometimes referred to as the so- drama. "Rain" is another example.
cial world.
Essentially social situations are
Some of the greatest movies, dramatic situations, and as such
those which made the industry, provide ideal material for movies
on the sense that they establish- and the legitimate play, but the

It Looks From Here

STORY ON PAGE THREE

movies today do not touch it. religious group protesting against
The Spanish war has appeared as movies which seemed to violate
the background for only two certain moral precepts, but it is
movies, in each case so carefully quickly extended. More and more
disguised .that neither side was groups arrive wth demands. If a
recognizable. Of the social prob- movie does not have to make a
lems in America not a sceoie. Un- film which contains a kiss more
employment if presented at all is than so many feet long, or with
presented as a whimsical inter- a heroine wearing less than so
lude in the life of a whimical ec- many yards of cloth reason these
centric (My Man Godfrey). The groups then why does it have to
drought and the dust bowl has make one which presents what we
only made the news reels. Strikes are doing in an unfavorable light?;
Naturally the first of these proand labor disputes simply are withtestants were foreign countries
out the movie ken.
whose
type of government does not
What happens is this. When one
begins to restrict what one will put coincide with ours. Since a conupon film because it will appear siderable part of the movie reverepugnant in the eyes of some of nue comes from sale of foreign
the viewers he is admiting that film the movie companies were
he is producing not what he wishes anxious to accomodate whenever
to produce but what the group to possible, which was often. Then
which what he produces may be other groups, manufacturers must
repugnant tells him to. This may not be presented in a bad light,
begin as with the movies, with a that is bad for American business;

bankers must not be made to appear badly, that is bad confidence in banks; stock market op-.
erators must either be obvious
crooks who will get theirs bPA
the last reel or upright citizens
who see that they have beer*
duped, no Whitneys in
it will hurt the public confidence
in the market; industrial strikes
and the like must not be portrayed
because either way you do it you
will offend potential customers.
This self made strait jacket is
chafing some of the less compliant producers such as Warner's
and a few of the independent's
such as Chaplin, but by and large
the others have settled into it comfortably and are dispensing the
pap to the public with all verve
of contented cows.
(Next week IT LOOKS will
discuss self sensorship in newspapers).

«

. . . the HAPPY COMBINATION [blend)

of American and Turkish tobaccos
in Chesterfield which gives millions
more smoking pleasure.
Chesterfield combines in rare
degree qualities you'll find in no other
cigarette. In Chesterfield you'll find
refreshing mildness...better taste,..more
pleasing aroma. Its can't-be-copied blend
. . . a combination of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos...brings out the finer
qualities of each tobacco.

_

When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of
men and women more smoking
pleasure... why THEY SATISFY

(chesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied
...the RIGHT COMBINATION ofthe

world's best cigarette tobaccos
GVPfcbt 1939, bGurr ft Mra» Towcoo Co.
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